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ONLINE EXTRA: 
SGA and Madison 
Equality collaborate on 
Bill of Opinion. Check 
out the full story at 
thebreeze.org. 
Volume 84, Issue 21 
the 
Emergency 
test changed 
in response 
to survey 
BY KALEIGH MAHER 
newseiiitw 
After an evaluation of the first teat 
of the emergency notification system. 
I follow-up test was conducted on 
Sunday at 3 p.m. Madison Alert, the 
outdoor siren and PA system, blast e- 
mail messages and text/voice message 
notiticatioas were tested. 
Donna Harper, executive assistant 
to the president, said the second test 
was conducted to determine bow 
effective the systems are, to see how 
much the public safety department 
needs to do to educate the community 
and to Ret people used to the sounds so 
they know how to respond to them in a 
real emergency. 
University Spokesman Don Egle 
said the test involved three major 
changes based on observations and 
survey results from the first test Trie 
volume on the siren and PA system were 
increased, tlie pause between the siren 
and voice instruction wvre lengthened 
and they made improvements in terms 
of confirming new registrations with the 
voice/text message system. Egle said 
the Department of Public Safety's Web 
site added educational resources about 
the siren system as well. 
The test this post Sunday went very 
well, "Egle said. 
Harper said the survey conducted 
after the first test of the emergency 
notification system revealed the primary 
reasons people are not registering for 
the alerts are because they don't have 
cell phones or are concerned about how 
their number will be iwrd. Ilarpn- «akt 
she hopes to better educate the latter 
that their numbers will only be used 
for the emergency alert and will not be 
gjven to anyone ebe. 
That won't be the only way they'll 
get the information," she said. There 
are still other ways people will get the 
word, but so many of our students are 
so savvy with their cell phones it could 
be the first way to get the information." 
A survey was e-mailed to the entire 
JMU community on Tuesday. Harper 
said officials want to know how effective 
the emergency alerts were as well as 
how timery so that they can continue to 
improve. 
"Safety is a high priority," Harper 
said. "We're going to keep reviewing the 
systems." 
The survey must be completed py 
Tuesday. 
Harper said that while the 
Emergency Response Team is still 
collecting data, tl»ey know some parts of 
the test went well because people were 
stationed throughout the campus. 
"From most of our intormitmn it 
went well." she said, adding that the 
KRT plans to continue tweaking the 
notification systems in some areas 
where the speakers echoed and the 
message will need to be slowed down. 
Harper said the content was still 
understandable. 
Kgle said there has been a steady 
increase in sign ups for the text/voice 
mail notificatkHis. Oirrentry, 8,079 
people have signed up to receive an 
alert. 
"We're hoping to see improvement," 
Harper said. " - that more people got 
[the test message) than the first time." 
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BREEZE EXCLUSIVE 
Pub's manager 
heads to Rocktown 
WHMlip**" 
lormtr Pub manager Chuck Itoutmon said he hopes to attract more JMU students to Rodrtown during the week. 
tY KELLY FISHER 
semer write* 
Harrison burl's nightlife is in for a big 
change. 
ChuckTroutman left his position as general 
manager of The Pub yesterday and will take 
over as general manager for Rocktown Grill, 
effective tomorrow. 
"Anyone who is familiar with the bar scene 
here knows this will send shock waves through 
it," Troutman said. 
Troutman and Ike Coe, owner of Kocktown, 
met on-and-off over the past year. Recently 
they sat down and decided it was time they 
teamed up at Rocktown. 
"We talked about live music and how it's 
not really appreciated by JMU people." Coe 
said. "We talked about how to gel them more 
involved, just because it's a good life lesson to 
hear good music." 
According to Coe, Troutman knows the 
right stuff when it comes to navigating the 
college music scene in Harrisonburg. 
Troutman took The Pub from being mainly 
a hangout to a student hotspot during the 
week 
"1 came here five years ago, when [The 
Pub) was on the verge of bankrupto ami it just 
wasn't very student-oriented,'* he said. "I put a 
lot of work into turning it around." 
Since then. The Pub gained a student 
following with its College Band Nights, which 
feature JMU and other local bands for 18- 
years-and-up shows. 
Its main competitor. Rocktown Grill, has 
a strong Thursday night following for its own 
College Night, which has been a staple in 
many JMU students' party schedule for the 
past leveral year* Ai Rocktown'enew head of 
marketing, Troutman doesn't plan on changing 
that. 
I in not going to change anything that 
already works, i.e. Thursday nights," he said. 
"But what I am going to do is optimize the 
music aspect. I want to make Kocktown a place 
people go to more than one night I week." 
Another thing Troutman hopes to bring 
see MANAGER we4 
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Katrina 
relief trip 
planned 
Faculty, students 
traveling to Ninth 
Ward for Thanksgiving 
BYEMIIYNILSEN 
(emriWtiijwntw  
Two years after Hurricane 
Katrina slammed (he (lull Coaat, 
JMU is sending no voluntl 
N0W Orleans LaSt Thank.sgiving 
they gutted houses; this ,.MI 
the\'re building them. 
The group will spend live days 
in the Ninth Ward, the residential 
area where homes ware inbmerged 
in minutes after I levee broke)) 
making it one of the wont of the 
irem hit by Katrina. 
The group ot .INK' students, in 
addition to faculty, family members 
and local high school students  aim 
to bring "some normalcy" to lives 
of the residents of the Ninth Ward. 
said Mary Slade. JMU facuh) DO 
leader of her sixth Katrine reliel 
trip. The group will travel 17 
hours to New Orleans in chattel 
buses and stay in the Ninth Ward 
in a renovated abandoned school 
provided   by   the   National   ReUel 
Network, 
Now that the majority ot 
houses are gutted Of torn down, 
the volunteers will help build new 
homes in their place. Sakura Koue. 
media coordinator for Common 
Qround Collective, Mid mam  of 
the houses HI the Ninth Ward 
are under contract for repairs or 
total rebuilds. Most of the JMU 
volunteers will work in these 
houses hanging drywall. Slade 
works with National Reliet'Network 
and Common Ground Collective to 
locate the jobs. 
The group will also reslon 
parks and playgrounds. Tl» 
flooding destroyed New Orleans 
natural habitat. 
"All   soil   in   New   Orleans   is 
poisonous,'' Kone laid 
Restoring plavgiounds will give 
children safe placet to pta awaj 
from their now-toxk backyard! 
The Ninth Ward was the mod 
impoverished area m New Orleans, 
Slade said. Its residents don't ii's' 
want to rebuild their old home. 
They want to come hack 
better." she said. 
There is a fee for participation 
on the trip. Junior Justin 
Broughnun. the student eu-leader 
said the cost to go on the trip is 
$444 per volunteer, but donations 
and    tnmliaising   are   expected   to 
bring the cost down to about $175- 
Their major fundraising project 
was selling JMU wristbands 
The purple and gold wristbands 
cost $4. and were on sale during 
Homecoming, The group also 
received i donation of tools from 
the   Harrisonburg  Lowe's, which 
helps compensate for the shortage 
of volunteer tools in New Oi leans 
Slade said. 
The volunteer turnout for the 
trip was su great Slade had to stop 
*eMHHU,pev.4 
Organic apples make D-hall debut 
Dining Servxev in conjunction with the SGA, ft porttwing 
more environmentally friendly foods. 
WI GWMtltrr / unmlHMg ilmit/iill! 
wtlk Tutkty Knob Orchard«port ol iti offoil to «rvt 
BY VIVIAN YUN 
contributing writer 
JMU Dining Services and SGA are in Ihe 
process nl building a partnership with 
Bowtnu'l Turkey Knob Orchard in 
Timberville. Va. to purchase locally grown 
apples. 
"JMU is trying to become greener and 
(Turkey Knob Orchard apphra] IK high-quality apples 
that are grown better." said Shan Kornblatt, chairwoman 
of the food dining services committee. The apples are 
man environmental!) Meadh, ind the orchards try to 
avoid chemical and non-green methods." 
The Killing Services management team and members 
of the BOA Food Committee visited the Tnrhn Knob 
Orchard on Oct. ii where they picked apples and toured 
the packing plain to sec how the fruit is washed, sorted and 
packaged for distribution. The apples from the orchard 
were delivered to D-llall the next day and featured in the 
local and organic foods station in Cafe Roma. 
"We have been working to build a partnership with 
this specific orchard ami ■ppfecllte tintU allowing us to 
tour their opeNtioil and have the experience "t picking 
apples   in   lllcil   orchard,"   said   Stephanie   lloshowcr. 
director of Dining Services, 
Foi Ihe past two years. Dining Scrvicel pan hated 
apples from another Virginia orchard, but wanted I" 
serve apples grown closer to Harrisonburg and build a 
long-term relationship with Turkey Knob 
President of Turkey Knob Orchards Jaimi Williams 
said he is looking forward to working with JMU Dining 
Services. 
"It's really nice to be a part of the coniniunitv and gel 
an opportunity," he said. "It's nice to have locally grown 
apples in a local community." 
However, local apples are onl> in season I romOctobei 
through April. Hoshower said that during the off-season 
Dining Services purchases apples from Washington 
state 
Freshman Julie Kye is looking forward t" eating the 
locally grown apple■ 
"They are probably fresher than before, whit h makes 
me curious now on how they taste,  rile said 
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corral 
Everyone deserves a good meal.9 
10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID 
JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS 
CALL 564-0477 
PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS 
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Capt. Anna Morgan, MD 
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EARN YOUR DEGREE, 
THE RESPECT OF YOUR PEERS AND 
MORE THAN\$1,6O0 PER MONTH. 
>E£T0 
Students accepted into an accredited medical or dental school 
are eligible for our Medical and Dental School Stipend Program. 
In addition to more than $1,600 per month for living expenses. 
MDSSP gives you a head start on your career. Your Army Reserve 
training provides invaluable experience alongside outstanding 
medical professionals and a major advantage over your peers. 
Most Importantly, as a member of the U.S. Army Health Care 
Team, you'll earn the gratitude of our Soldiers, their Families and 
your nation. 
Gain your Strength to Heal. Contact 
1SG Frederick Ramie at 888-251-6425 or 
frederick.ramlea usarec.army.mil. For more 
information, visit healthcare.goarmy.com. 
' 2007. ?•* for D. the Un'trt Sum Army. AH right* reitfvrt. ARMY STRONG. 
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BYSHELLVNEEl/iocyMtai 
Possession of stolen property 
A JMU student was charged with possession of stolen property and unauthorized use of a parking 
permit in G Lot on Oct. 30 at 9:43 a.m.. 
Property damage 
A JMU student reports $250 worth of damage to the bumper of a vehicle in the Parking Deck on 
Oct. 29 at an unknown time. 
Number of drank in publics since Aug. 27: 34 
CORRECTIONS 
In the Nov. 5 issue of TJie Breeze in the article titled "Staph infection scare shakes Shenandoah Valley" the 
two types of strains of Staph infection were used interchangeabl). Staphylococcus aureus is the general 
Staph infection and Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) is the new type presenting 
the danger. The majority of strains of Staph infections respond to Methicillin however this new strand. 
MRSA, does not. 
Also in the Nov. 5 issue in the article The Color of Love" Crystal Prigmore was misspelled as Crystal 
Prigmoca. 
No More Long Buses 
No More Waiting on Your Parents 
No More Bumming Rides 
Get Home When YOU Want! 
$350 designated parking 
spot for the semester 
(January- May) 
(August- December) 
Safe, Secure, \_'\t, LocV.ea. 
parking lot oft NottV\ N\a\r\ 
On JMU busWne faom 
f4_ GocJANin 
Secure a spot now for S17S deposit 
Pay for spring semester up front 
Spot must be reserved by December 
15th for spring semester 
Only 40 Spots Left1. 
540-746-3562 
If you care about 
the future: 
yours and the 
Earth's... 
Barry University School of Law offers a dynamic program and a distinguished 
faculty ready to help you build your career as a successful attorney. 
When you become a Barry Law student, you join a caring community - a 
community that co-founded the Center for Karth Jurisprudence. 
The Center, the first of its kind in the United States, helps prepare lawyers 
to face unprecedented environmental challenges, encouraging a practice of 
law that respects the rights of the natural world. 
Learn more about Barry Law, its faculty, and its mission at 
www.barry.edu/law. 
BARRY 
UNIVERSITY 
DWAYNE O  ANDIIA1 SCHOOL Of LAW 
Orlando Campus 
6441 East Colonial Drive 
Orlando, FL 32807 
)21-206-5600 • 866-ID-BARRV 
www.barry.edu/law 
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I Ml) s R0IC Ronoer Challenge group takes home first DIO« in this yeor's third Brigade Ranger Challenge. For the first time in s 
Pennsylvania  The group has placed in the top three tor the post (ouple of years 
photo our** of TWR1DAMS 
»years. JMU beat wt 18 other groups from Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and 
BY ANTHONY M.B00TZ 
lontriburini writer 
The JMU ROTC Ranger Challenge group took first place in 
tins war's third Brigade Ranger Challenge. 
A total of l8 Ranger groups from the third Brigade Eastern 
Region (which includes universities from Virginia, West Vir- 
ginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania) and a guest group from the 
U.S. Naval Academy, met at Fort A.P. Hill on Oct. 26 to com- 
pete. 
"We've always placed in the top three the last couple of 
years," said Tyler Adams, the JMU Ranger Commander. "But 
it's the first year we've gotten first in seven years." 
The University of West Virginia, last year's winner, was 
among   th«»   lop   contend*™   for   the   competition,   cadet  C'hri* 
Meadows said. 
The competition began at 5 a.m. with the army physical fit- 
ness test (APFT), composed of two minutes of push-ups and sit- 
ups, a two-mile run and a gauntlet of trials testing accur;icv, 
speed, efficiency and endurance in Ranger activities, Adams 
said. The day ended at 6 p.m. with a 10K road march in full gear, 
weighing anywhere between 35 to 50 pounds. 
JMU ROTC cadets placed first in the APFT, the orienteer- 
ing and rope bridge contests, and the 10K road march, but fell 
short in the M-16 marksmanship and hand grenade challenges. 
Adams said. 
"[The rope bridge] required a lot of teamwork," said Mead- 
ows, who was the first man of the team and responsible for tying 
the knot to hold the other seven members. "It was the competi- 
tion we did best on as a whole." 
Training for the competition began this semester, with Tues- 
days. Thursdays and Fridays reserved to prepare. Adams said 
the cadets had a relatively short time to train compared to other 
schools, and some started a year in advance. Adams added that 
Ranger training is meant to produce better, well-rounded offi- 
cers, not to win a competition. 
Cadet Young Ethridge said that even though cadets goofed 
off during some of training, they came together for the chal- 
lenge. 
"Ranger Challenge is a pretty big deal for ROTC," he said. 
"Most of the time we're training up and Ranger Challenge is one 
of those chances we have for some recognition." 
ROTC 
brings 
home first 
place in 
this year's 
third 
Brigade 
Ranger 
Challenge 
Winners of the this year's third Brigade Ranger Challenge: 
Trey Lehman Samantho Mudimore MendeJoeWentzel Grayson Bollard 
William Fastenau Christian Thompson Young Ethridge Gary Jacob 
Eric Mongol Chris Meadows Benjamin Staats 
Oh deer! Student drivers at risk as whitetail population increases 
BY ASWON SMITH 
stofl writer 
JMU junior Tom Yannucci knows how iinpn-diiialilr deer am lie. 
"I was driving on the Kick roads in Harris. inlitirg and dicker just 
ran (Hit l'n>m inn- of Ilk' fields, lie saul. "'Uickity I saw it .uul swerved. I 
dkln't hit the deer and it ran < >tl 
Wlulet.iil deer lia\c entered breeding season, giving students one 
more reason to be cautious while driving. 
It's ,i liud time of the >ear for deer and for drivers because they |the 
deer] are on the move." MKI Patty Ahmed Al-Jemel. a car insiiian.v 
agent for I J>&H Insurance Agency 
In 2005 Virginia rank.1.! seventh in stales with the highest inimlici 
of crashes involving deer, according to Drive Smart Virginia, a nonprofit 
I >artncrsliip rounded by 85 percent of automobile insurance companies. 
According to a survey taken in 2005 l»y tile Deer Management Plan, a 
plan created by the commonwealth to deal with <kvr inmasc. over four 
percent of Virginians h;td an .uvident involving a deer while driving or 
riding. 
Although no definite data for the 111x17-08 year lias Ixvii ivleased. 
III.   Ilccr Management Plan for 2006 projected 4:145:1 deer-vehicle 
claims for all insurance companM* in the commonwealth in 2006. 
IVer-vchiek' colliskHLs can be costly. The management plan projected 
that the .nenige cirt 1 >t damage in 2003 was an Hind $2,5:10 per accident. 
Hie t. «t,il costs for the comliincd year was around $13 million. 
III ynu hit a ckrr| you woukl make a compn-hensiw claim, not a 
collision cliim," Ahmed A]-.lemcl said 
While she said that this may be confusing, her omnium has not seen 
many JMU students so far this yenr. This could be due to the fact tliat uV 
seas, in begins Nov. 1? ami lasts until the second week of January. 
"Deer are migrating more towards cities, such as I larrisoiiburg. 
from West Virginia liecause of the lack of Ibod there." Ahmed Al-Jemel 
s.ii.1 
V\ithde.-i\.'liiilc«illLsi(HLsiRvurriiigmon,fre<iiiently, IniveSnurt 
Virginia warns ewjry >n.' to be IDON alert while (hiving, especially dur 
ing ill-' eariy moniing and around dusk. 
Sometimes you am do everything right and still wind up with w> 
hick' damage. 
"I was driving ami at kast tlinv (kvr jumped out in front of me." 
junior Kristin Ottesakl. "I missed them all, but then I heard a boom ami 
a divr had nm into my car." 
DavW Orr to promote 
green campus tonight 
The   Visiting   Scholar! 
Progrom will feature a pre 
itntolion by David On, a Paul 
Seats Distinguished Professor 
ef Environmental Studies 
and Politics, tonight. On trill 
present 'Design on the Edge: 
Malting of 0 Gteen Campus,' 
in the Festival Highlands 
loom at 7 p.m. 
5K and Relay for Life 
slgn-ups online 
Kappa Alpha is hosling 
ils iotlh annual 5K lot the 
American Cancer Society and 
Relay foe life on Saturday 
from Ion to 2 p m 
The race will start at 
Festival. To sign up online 
or moke a donation visit 
oigi jmu rh/hppoolpha/ 
KcitOZ/liflmhlml 
Asian Student Union to 
host culture show 
The Aslon Student Union 
will be hosting ils ninth 
Annual Culture Show this 
Saturday from 7:30 p m. to 
9 p.m in Wilson Hall. There 
will be dancing, singing, music 
ond fashion from traditional 
and modem Asian cultures 
Contact imi/.owtPgmaihom 
with any questions. 
EMU creates -Witters 
Read" program 
The language and lilera 
lure deportment ol EMU is host 
ing Wayne Johnston, chair in 
creative writing at Hollins Urn 
vsersity, ol its second 'Writers 
Read' progrom this semester 
Reservations must be mode by 
noon on Nov. 73 by calling the 
language ond literature depart- 
ment ot 540 43? 414«. 
Team places third in 
defense challenge 
A Virginia Tech team 
placed third in the 2007 De 
tense Adeonced Research Proj- 
ects Agency Urban challenge 
Saturday. The team developed 
2005 Ford Escape hybrid they 
nicknamed 'Odin,' created lo 
advance the technology ond 
solely of unmanned military 
vehicles. 
Mary Washington Eagle 
Pipe Band takes first place 
The UMW Eagle Pipe Bond 
look lirsl place at the Grade V 
pipe bond competition during 
the Richmond Highland Gomes 
and Celtic Festival on Saturday, 
Ocl 27. The bond, composed 
of students and alumni, was 
formed in 1996 under the 
direction of Raymond Scott, 
UMW professor of chemistry 
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MANAGER: Troutman hopes to relieve 
tension between The Pub and Rocktown 
MANAGER, from front 
RocktOWDl karaoke, which is a big draw for students 
and locals alike at The Pub during the week. However, 
Troutman   is   still   in    the   developing   stage   with 
Rocktown. 
"Right now. I've just been establishing a marketing 
plan HKI creating a visualization of upcoming events," he 
said. 
Coe hopes Troutman's expertise both in running a 
restaurant and booking bands will bring more people to 
Rocktown during the week. 
"We luu- ,i great venue," Coe said. "But we're under- 
utilized." 
As for Troutman's replacement. The Pub is still looking 
for someone to takeover. 
"I'm leaving a great job opportunity," Troutman 
said. "They tried really hard to talk me into staying, but 
I need to rejuvenate my creativity. I needed a challenge. 
Basically, I've taken this place as far as I can take it." 
Some believe that Troutman's move from The 
Pub to Rocktown may create bad blood between the 
establishments, but Troutman remains optimistic. 
Tensions have always been there," he said. "If 
anything, 1 think it will relieve the tension." 
KATRINA: Volunteer goes 
on second relief trip 
KATRINA, from front 
adding names to the waiting list. 
"JMU is a really great campus 
to talk about service," she said. "It's 
unique because of its student body." 
Broughman, who is embarking 
on his second Katrina relief trip, MM 
recovery will take time. 
"At least another decade for 
New Orleans to witness the level of 
prosperity it once saw," he said. 
Assuming no other hurricane 
comes through the city again, the 
possibility of a Hurricane Katrina 
repeat doesn't dissuade Broughman 
from continuing the work. 
"I don't believe in leaving people 
out to dry," Broughman said. 
Still, the Ninth Ward's hazy future 
won't stop Slade and her army of 
voluntot iv 
"It's not my responsibility to 
decide if someone can rebuild their 
hum.-." ttn MkL "If they want to 
rehuild their house, we'll be there to 
help them.* 
RESTAURANT 
The Home off 
Homestyle 
196 Burgess R<±, Harrisonburg, VA 
540-574-4666 Kevin Griffith, General Manager 
OPEN DAILY from 6a.m. to 10p.m. 
A SMOKE FREE ENVIRONMENT 
CARRY-OUT 
AVAILABLE 
Myth #893: You don't get paid 
writing for The Breeze. 
You do. 
* 
HIRIN6 FOR Sw SEASON 
2007/2008 
December through March 
Massanutten Resort 
Now taking applications for Lift Attendants. Tubing Park 
Attendants. Rental Shop Attendants, hxperienced 
Ski/Snowboard Repair lechs. Instruetors. Snowmakcrs. 
Cashiers. Retail AwodtKl ami telephone Operators Hiring 
for day. night, full-time, part-time and weekends 
SKI FREE 
FRfcE Mid-week & night skiing, rental equipment and 
lessons w 11I1 ■ 2V hour per week work schedule. 
Stop by the Ski Office M-F, 9Mam - 4:30pm 
to fill out an application or apply online at 
www. massresorijobs.com 
For More Information: 
289-4954 ■.■*»■ \ 
OR 
800-207-MASS 
Different perspectives. One goal. 
Bringing together people with different points of view and 
backgrounds is the surest way to deliver quality results for 
our clients. That's why at Ernst & Young you'll be encouraged 
to speak up and make your unique contribution. Because when 
you grow and succeed, so do we. 
Visit us at ey.com/us/careers and our Facebook.com group. 
FORTUNE 
100 BEST 
COMPANIES g 
TO WORK FOR S 
#25 on the list. 
Audit • Tax • Transaction Advisory Services 
© 2007 E»«' & VCONG UP 
=!1 ERNST &YOUNG 
Quality In Everything We Do 
W Editor: Anna Young 
opinion@lhebreeze.org 
.1540) 568 3846 
an American 
Holiday allows us to see how 
valuable our soldiers are 
This Sunday is Veterans Day, a time when our nation 
honors the approximately 24 million veterans who have served 
in our armed forces as well as those currently serving all over 
the world. These individuate and their selfless commitment to 
preserving our liberty are an inspiration to us all and represent 
the best of America. 
;   America is, by far, the freest country in the world. Before 
ojur nation was founded, the concepts of religious freedom, 
free expression and limited government did not exist. At that 
time, most of the world's population lived at the mercy of the 
railing raonarchs of their countries and could lose their home*, 
their families or their lives simply for angering their leaders. 
Of course, as societies have evolved, most countries have fol- 
lowed the example set by America and formed democracies of 
tfieir own. 
I   However, millions of people all over the world still suffer 
ffom oppression. In Middle Kast countries, China, Russia, Ven- 
ezuela, North Korea. Myanmar and many other countries', citi- 
zens continue to live at the mercy of their government. Corrupt 
tyrants rule their nations with violence, hatred and fear. In the 
fcirms of communism, fascism and religious fanaticism, these 
governments continue to deny their citizens basic human rights 
while demanding unquestioned obedience and conformity. 
1
 But while these people suffer, we in America take our free- 
dom for granted every day. We have grown so accustomed to 
the many privileges that American citizenship provides that we 
^ften don't take the time to reflect on just how fortunate we are 
to live in a country where we are free to follow our dreams and 
Openly protest against our government without fear of impris- 
onment or execution. 
America was never given this freedom; our nation had to 
|m it 00 the battlefield. Throughout our history, American sol- 
piers have fought against tyranny all over the world to gain and 
maintain the rights that we hold dear. We are free today because 
Of past generations of Americans who gave up everything they 
had to tight for what they believe in. 
To defend our freedom, ordinary people have made extraor- 
dinary sacrifices. They leave behind friends, parents, children 
and spouses to travel to faraway lands to fight for a better to- 
morrow for America's future generations. These brave men and 
women are willing to make these sacrifices because they know 
that freedom has a high price and that even though it is difficult 
to gain, it can very easily be taken away. As Ronald Reagan put 
it, "freedom is never more than one generation from extinction." 
American soldiers have braved the bitter cold of Valley 
Forge and the sweltering heat in Iraq. They've fought on the 
blood-soaked battlefields of Antietam and Gettysburg, on the 
beaches of Normandy uiul in the damp trc-nchef* In France, the 
thick jungles of Vietnam, the Korean peninsula and multiple 
islands in the Pacific all for a cause greater than themselves. 
In their fight against oppression, our soldiers have liberated 
untold millions across the globe and continue to protect them 
as well as us. They are stationed all over the world, providing 
support to all free nations while they work to help spread the 
light of liberty to people who have spent their whole lives in 
darkness. Time after time, they prove former Sen. Zell Miller to 
be correct when he said that "never in the history of the world 
has anyone sacrificed more for the freedom and liberty of total 
strangers than the American soldier." 
This Sunday, when our nation honors its soldiers and 
mourns those who have lost their lives in combat, we should all 
set aside some time to say a prayer and thank God for the men 
and women who are willing to put their lives on the line to keep 
the world sate for deiBOQlcy so that we can continue to live 
free. They are America's heroes and they deserve our gratitude. 
Tony Spadaccia freshman political science and business 
management major. 
www.thebrecze.org 
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House Editorial 
War of the words 
This week, we said "goodbye" to Jay 
Leno, David Letterman and Jon Stewart 
Next month, we'll have to find other mid- 
day entertainment as soap operas come to 
a halt. Early next year, we'll watch as the 
doctors of "Grey's Anatomy" and employees 
of the "The Office" leave the airwaves. 
This is the result of the Writers Guild of 
America strike that has currently stopped j)i txlm in HI mi television series, as well as 
late-night comedy talk shows. 
The WGA was in negotiations with the 
Alliance of Motion Picture & Television 
Producers to increase the percentage writ- 
ers get from DVD sales and granting guild 
jurisdiction over Internet downloads. Cur- 
rently, the WGA is operating under terms 
set up in 1988, way before DVDs and the 
Internet. The WGA's contract with AMPTP 
ran out Oct. 31.. 
Ih«' strike officially kicked off at 12:01 
a.m. Monday after failed last-minute nego- 
tiations with the AMPTP, bringing a dark 
cloud over Hollywood. 
Writers will spend their days picketing 
in key locations in New York City and Los 
Angeles until an agreement is met. Howev- 
er, networks aren't ready to budge, claiming 
they are in this for the long haul. 
The writers are just as persistent. Head 
writers for the television shows have signed 
a pledge that states. "Pencils down means 
pencils down." That means they won't be 
generating new ideas or writing any new 
scripts until a deal with the AMPTP is 
reached. 
44 
...let's cross our fingers 
that the AMPTP will cave 
and give writers what they 
deserve. 
59 
What does this mean for vimwt? 
Recently, late-night comedy and talk 
shows have gone into repeats. In about a 
month, the scripts for soap operas will nm 
out. Finally, scripted primetime shows such 
as "The Office" and "Grey's Anatomy' will 
either go into repeats or be replaced by mid- 
season shows that have been back-piled in 
anticipation of ,1 strike 
Besides mediocre mid-season replace- 
ments and news programs, we'll all be 
seeing an increase in—wait for it—reality 
shows. Since these shows arc cheap and 
don't require written scripts, networks 
are relying on these shows to carry them 
through the strike. 
11M AMPIP VS bring rtuMwra and 
cheap, following antiquated guidelines that 
outdate modern technology. While ihev 
hope to save a few bucks by not paying 
writers what they deserve, they are screw- 
ing themselves o\er. The last V\i -A strike 
occurred in 1988, lasted five-and-a half 
months and cost the Industry $500 million, 
according to the Associated Praia 
In a time where media piracy is hitting 
the industry hard, is the loss of hundreds of 
millions of dollars because ol a strike worth 
it to the AMPTP? 
So as our favorite TV writers continue 
to picket outside Rockefeller Center and 
around Hollywood, let's cross our fingers 
that the AMPTP will cave and give writers 
what t\w\ deserve. 
(Mherwise, this winter will be a lonely 
one. filled with re-runs. Flavor Flav and 
"Wife Swap." 
Submit Darts & Pats 
online at (hebreeze.org, 
or e-mail submissions 
to breezedp " hotmail. 
com. Purl1- 6V Pa(j tn 
submitted anonymously            ~"^V_-^-— B^hk                 J^^^ 
and are printed on a                       yM /"^ 
space-available bii>i>               W/J d 
Submissions are based            ^f         ™ *"         J0Y 
upon one person s opin-           1          /t- 
ion of a given situation.                       1 ^i 
person or event, and do           \           \\^ Xll JL 4- « 
not necessarily reflect               \ ^l/^ltc 
the truth.                                  \ r^ciLo 
A "you're-hurting-vourseir dart to police A "why-can't-we-share-this?" dart to 
for busting our non-alcoholic Halloween both the students and alumni for claiming 
party, which in turn sent underage students the Centennial Homecoming as their own. 
to another partv that did have alcohol. From a group of students who thinks 
From a house "/ senior i/ir/s who that our Centennial Homecoming should 
thought they were doing eveiyone a favor be shared and enjoyed by everyone, not 
by helping to decrease underage drinking. just half of the JMV community. 
A "way-to-markct-Madison" dart to A "thc-world-is- finally-starting- to- be- 
the student ambassador who told her tour come-a-better-place" pat to Green berry's, 
group that Festival is a great place to watch for providing a delicious alternative to the 
the sun rise as you eat breakfast. corporate monster that ItStufatt b 
From a freshman that is almost From an overjoyed senior patron who 
positive the sun still rises in the east, while is more than willing to come in to all of 
Festival faces the west. your smiling faces. 
A"thank-vou-for-supplving-my-weekly- An Tm-ready-to-be-mean" dart to the 
dose-of-sarcasm" pat to everyone who girls in the suite near me, who think their 
submits darts .Mid pats. attempts at singing "Ready to Make Nice'' 
From a high school sophomore who by the Dixie Chicks improves at 2:30 a.m.. 
is sincerely glad that her alumni parents From your neighbor who suggests you 
have a subscription to The Breeze. don r fry out for "American Idol. " 
A "toilet-paper-should-always-be-in- A"you-have-the-greatest-lung-capac- 
supplv" dart to the housekeeping crew in it\ Tu'-evcr-seen" pat to my roommates 
Burruss Hall. and department buddies who blew up more 
From a sophomore who spent the wee than 1,000 balloons to fill mv bathroom, 
hours of the night programming, then bedroom, and closet. 
realized that all he amid do was wee in From your surprised roommate and 
the bathroom. friend who loves all of you. 
Through the Looking Glass | SARAHDELIA, ^niof <niief 
Karma Police 
The Westboro Baptist Church family finally gets theirs 
with an $11 million lawsuit from a mourning family 
We live in a country where it 
is becoming essential to include 
in our state constitutions that 
protesting during the funerals 
of fallen American soldiers, died 
from AIDS or who are gay is .111 
illegal act. One would think that 
having some common decency 
or respect for a person's right to 
mourn a loved one would prohibit 
such insufferable and tasteless 
acts of hate. 
However, people like 1 red 
Phelps, leader of the evangelist 
and far right Westboro Church, 
find it not onlv their duty to 
disrupt and ruin the memory 
of deceased individuals whose 
funerals they protest, but they 
actually believe that they are 
doing "God's bidding"—although 
whose God they're referring to 
I'm not sure. My God never once 
tapped me on the shoulder and 
told me it was appropriate to 
write hateful BWllifM OH post- 
ers and scream obscenities at 
the lop of my lungs at someone's 
family as the\ tr\ to say good- 
bye to their loved one 
In March 2006, Phelps and 
members of the tVeatbora Baptist 
Church protested what was sup- 
posed to be a private funeral for 
Matthew Snyder, an American 
sohder that WM killed while sen 
ing in Iraq. Phelps and his church 
members believe that God is pun- 
ishing America because of the war 
in Iraq; therefore, dead soldiers 
should not be honored. 
Matthew's father, Albert 
Snyder, took action against the 
church and had much reason 
to celebrate on Oct. 31., Snyder 
successfully sued the Westboro 
Church and was awarded nearly 
$11 million by a Maryland Fed- 
eral Court for invasion of nth 10 
punitive damages and emotional 
distress on the Snyder family. 
According to CNN online, Phelps 
and his two daughters who help 
lead the church were "found 
liable for invasion of privtO) 
and intent to inflict emotional 
distress." 
While the court was in session. 
Phelps, along with his followers, 
protested outside of the federal 
courthouse holding their infamous 
signs that read "God is your en- 
etm" and "God hates fags." CNN 
also reported that members of the 
church sang "God Hates America." 
using the familiar tune of "God 
Bless America" by substituting 
l>hs~ tot  hate ' 
Visiting the Westboro Baptist 
Church's web site ihvayi sends 
chills down my spine and almost 
makes me physically ill. Yet to do 
the proper research for this ar- 
ticle and the two previous I have 
written about Phelps. concerning 
the funerals o| Virginia Tech stu- 
dentStnd the death of Matthew 
Shepherd, I find it necessary to 
revisit the horrific images of chil- 
dren holding "Fag Troop" signs 
to reaffirm that I am not in fact 
seeing things. 
I am sure that likelihood of a 
In i' vi u old child comprehend- 
ing what the word "fag" means 
is equivalent to God's burning 
desire for the Westboro church 
to hold then "demonstrations 
outside ot hnerals. I can't decide 
which I find more disgusting: the 
young child who does not know 
am bettor than to hold a sign 
with such a hateful message, or 
the picture of an elderly woman 
who should know better propping 
upaposterth.it itatSi God is 
America's Terror." 
Browsing through Phelps' Web 
site, not much has changed. Fu- 
neral protests ire still posted with 
detailed directions (or members 
to follow. Biblical passages are 
quoted around the site, and the 
count of Matthew Shepherd's days 
sp.nl in hell continues to increase. 
Still. 1 see no hint ot embar- 
rassnieut or even an announce- 
ment of the $11 million the church 
oues the Snyder family—I thought 
tlie\ would surelv ha\e a message 
front Ood asking people to pay up 
by now. 
Surah /V/iu is a junior Fnt/lish 
and art history major 
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Guess what? The world doesn't revolve around you after all 
College life is the epitome 
of American individualism 
In Western cultures and in American in 
particular, rampant individualism is the norm. 
Influenced by the ideological foundations of our 
country, many of us embrace the idea of looking 
out almost exclusively for our best interests. Do- 
ing so brings us a strong feeling of independence, 
and at least some reasonable degree of freedom. 
Yet we have to consider what the effect such 
thinking has on others. 
College is one of the strongest examples of 
American individualism. As some of the privi- 
leged few in society who even have the opportu- 
ne to go to college, many students do all they 
can not to squander it. This can result in a blatant 
disregard for others, or be seen in the one-track 
mind of those who want to get out of here as fast 
as possible, no matter what it takes. 
Many take classes not for the idea) of expand- 
ing their minds, but rather to ensure they don't 
have to get up before 10, or to ensure they can 
come away with an A. Some may choose majors 
based not on the level of interest or passion they 
have for the subject, but with the idea of maximiz- 
ing potential earnings after college. Community 
service or charitable efforts may be seen by as 
resume builders, orgrad school necessities-not 
simply altruistic endeavors. 
Consider relationships in college. Often, we 
view college as our time to "experiment," or find 
out what we want in life from our future part- 
ner. It is justifiable in many circles to date many 
people for short periods of time because, after all, 
you are just "in college." 
What we are really telling each other is 
that our partners are not worth the sacrifice of 
our own freedom. Latching on to someone for 
four or five months (the "honeymoon" phase), 
when neither partner can do wrong, is almost 
effortless. But when things aren't so smooth, a 
decision has to be made to either jump ship or 
try to work things out. Many choose to move on, 
because it is much easier to reignite the same 
phase with a new partner. 
It is questionable though, how our practice of 
relationships leads to us "growing" as adults. We 
never learn to face our problems and deal with 
the tough times. We learn it is easiest to leave 
the situation. 
What about those in long-term relationships? 
It's easy to get comfortable, to the point where 
one (or both) partners aren't doing much for each 
other. This can be just as bad as leaving; the part- 
ners are acting in their own self-interests, choos- 
ing to ignore the problems at hand and letting 
things get worse. Rather than talking about the 
problems in the relationship, taking "me" time or 
simply going out and hanging out with friends is a 
lot more fun and easier. 
We can also look at friendships in college. 
How many of our friends are true "friends" and 
how many are simply acquaintances or "drink- 
ing buddies?" It is surely a lot easier to associate 
yourself with 300 people on Facebook than it is to 
foster good friendships with a select few that will 
carry on after college. 
We have all struggled with the sometimes 
blatantly selfish intentions of our actions. I have 
struggled all my life with it, but the first step to 
improvement is acknowledging the problem exists. 
We have to recognize the "self-made person" 
is valued to the point of blinding us to the real- 
ity of the situation. None of us would be who we 
are today without our parents, partners, friends 
and professors. Acknowledging this, we should 
make the effort to thank them, cherish the times 
with them and simply give them the time of day. 
Even as our lives move at an ever-mo re-frenetic 
pace, we owe it to all those around us to give a 
little bit more of ourselves. Don't wait until it is 
too late. 
Nate Batko is a student at Washington State 
University in Pullman, Wash.. 
A performance experience you'll never  forget. 
Get at spectacular job as a singer, dancer, 
musician, stage manager, technician or 
specialty performer.   All talents welcome. 
Monday Dec. 3, 2007 James Madison University 
Festival Conference & 
Student Center, Ballroom A 
Conference Room 3 
Dancers should arrive at 12 30 pm 
All other talents 2:00 pm to 4:30 pm 
Tech Interviews 2:30 pm lo 4:30 pm 
Dancers will be taught a routine All other talents bnng prepared 90 
second audition   Technicians should bring a resume and letters of 
recommendation. Visit our website for helpful audition tips, pay rates. 
photos and benefits   Live auditions are preferred but video auditions 
are accepted   Call our Audition Hotline   800-253-3302 or visit; 
www. talentsearchbgw.com 
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A/C Service ■ Batteries - Belts - Brakes 
Oil Change - Transmission Fluid Service 
Tires ■ Tune-Ups • And Much More 
FREE Undtfior Impedim & Eilinwte 
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The one £- only 
Anthony's Campus Pizza 
Pickup or Delivery Specials 
(540) 432-0200 
1762 South Main Street 
minimum delivery $8.50 
* For a limited time only * 
Large 2 topping pizza with 2-liter soda $8.99 • tax 
Large pepperoni or sausage pizza (pick-up only)        $4.99 ♦ tax 
Ph5k-up SpeelaU       M[very$peelali_ 
[ X-Large Cheese Pizza      $5.99 >     [ Large Cheese Pizza 
I X-Large 1 Topping Pizza $6.99 ' 
I X-Large 2 Topping Pizza $7.99 
13.99 
i Large 2 Topping Pizza $7.99 ( 
i Large 3 Topping Pizza $8.99 
d^shfoy 
rossing 
Looking For The Time 
Of Your Life? 
Ashby Crossing is 
Where Life Begins! 
Hurry in, spaces going fast! 
Stop by today and fill out 
your application. 
First Floor 
Second Floor 
Third Floor 
A, B, C, D,      $395.00 
E, F, G, H,     $400.00 
I,J,K,L,       $405.00 
1191 Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
540-432-1001 
www.ashbycrossing.com 
LIONSMLAMBS 
IF YOU DON'T STAND FOR SOMETHING 
YOU MIGHT FALL FOR ANYTHING. 
www.youtube.com/lionsforlambs 
u\ I   W —r- lu—ljnailnniiaiUTm 
NOVEMBER9 
• ■aranji .;& 
FREE MOVIE POSTERS 
Thursday, November 8 
11:59 PM 
Grafton-Stoval Theatre 
Download a Screening Pass at 
UberDuzi.com 
or Pick up a Screening Pass at 
UPB Office In Taylor 234 
^ UPB 
UberDuzi.com 
Editor: Kelly Fisher 
Assistant Editor: Megan Williams 
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JUST JANE 
'Jane Eyre' takes the Latimer-Shaeffer stage this week 
LINDSAY (ASAl! & AARON STEWART 
contributing writer ond senior writer 
The cast of .lane Eyre illuminated the stage with 
fierce but controlled emotion, perfectly suited to Polly 
Teale's script. 
The adaptation of the classic Charlotte Bronte novel 
takes place in Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre all this week. 
The play was first performed by London's sli.n.-il Ex- 
perience Company in 1997. It's continuous popularity 
throughout the decade is well-deserved. 
The adaptation is full of both traditional and uncon- 
ventional characteristics, exhibited in the simple, Victo- 
rian set as well as in the somewhat unorthodox musical 
underscoring. Cellist Grisha Kramer appeared onstage 
with the actors during several scenes of the play. 
The cast of .IMU's production was visibly strong, 
with five out of eight cast members playing two 
or more roles with ease. Notable was junior Julie 
Schroll's bubbly French novice Adele. Junior Lash 
Dooley's composed transition from a clergyman to 
a household pet, spurred the crowd to laugher as 
Rochester's dog, Pilot. 
Sophomore Ali Hoxie proved capable in the chal- 
lenging role of Bertha, which required animated body 
language over dialogue. She remained engaging and 
dynamic despite her limited opportunities for verbal 
expression throughout the play. 
Senior Lauren Meyer played the title role of Jane 
Eyre, and did her best to convey the complexities that 
Teale strove to demonstrate to the audience through 
her script. Senior Joel Adam Gerlach's Rochester 
straddled a fine line between jovial and deeply trou- 
bled, a combination that was unsettling at times. 
Straying from the original Bronte novel, Teal ex- 
plores a complex connection between Bertha and Jane 
Eyre. Bertha plays the character that Jane cannot be: 
assertive, decisive and vengeful. Her role is so beauti- 
fully incorporated that you are never sure if she's a real 
character, or just figment of Jane's imagination. 
Overall, the small, seemingly tight-knit cast pulled 
together to expose an interesting and thought-provok- 
ing adaptation of a popular novel that is often taken at 
facevalue. Polly Teale's "Jane Eyre" is an example of 
the underlying stories that can unravel from the texts 
we think we know best, if we'd only dig a little deeper. 
Fashion show, 
music to help 
cancer charity 
Blame It On the Train runs 
Future Fashion Show Friday 
BY IRITTANY WILSON 
unrnklmi writer 
S10 cover charge 
7p-m. 
Rocktown Grill 
Fashion, music and dance will fuse to- 
gether for one big event this Friday: the Future 
Fashion Show. This event is being produced 
by the student-run organization Blame It On 
the Train. The organization aims to bring new 
and fresh music to the Harrisonburg area. 
The JMU Fashion Design team is co-spon- 
soring the event and putting on their first fall 
fashion show. The fashion show will feature 
three different collections 
including an  urban line,   _ 
cocktail dress and a pink   rUtUfe 
and white themed line. The   Cnc.ninn ^hnw 
urban line will consist of a   raSnl0n i"°W 
more "street" look with a   rtkiBy 
classy edge, while the cock- 
tail line will display a more 
dressy collection of cloth- 
ing. The pink and white 
themed line will consist of 
all different types of clothes. The reason the 
pink and white color scheme was chosen is be- 
cause all proceeds from the event will go to the 
Susan G. Komen organization 
All of clothing from these collections have 
been donated from various stores in the Valley 
Mall and put together by members of the JMU 
Fashion Design Team. Some of the members 
even designed certain pieces themselves. 
The best part of the show is that the 
clothes you arc going to see on the models 
aren't going to be thousands of dollars," said 
junior Stephanie Weber, a model and mem- 
ber of the fashion club. "You can actual go 
buy what you see at the local mall." 
The clothes have been loaned to the club from 
stores such as DEB, Rue 21, Maurice's and Belk's. 
Private designer, Los Bandhos. is giving them 
some pieces and allowing them to use its logo. 
"We want to get our name out there and 
bring a lot of different kinds of people together 
to have fun," said junior Jasmine Banks, vice- 
president of the Fashion Club 
Jasmine credits their president, Laura 
Robertson, for working hard to make this 
fashion show successful. 
Not only will there be fashion at the event, but 
there will also be music Blame It ()n the Train 
is bringing in musical group Future. Future is a 
hip-hop/experimental/blues group from Virgin- 
ia who will be performing at the event. They will 
perform during, and after the fashion show. To 
leam more about Future go to Blame It On The 
Train's Web site bkimeitonlhetrain.org. 
Other groups that will be taking the stage 
at the event are the Mozaic Dance Club and 
the JMU Breakdance Club. 
The Future Fashion Show will take place at 
Rocktown Grill. Doors open at 7 p.m. and there 
will be a $10 cover charge that will include all the 
performances, the fashion show and free appe- 
tizers from 730-8:30. For those who are 21 or 
over, the bar will be open during the event. 
Parachute Musical brings blend of jazz, Latin, rock to TDU 
Band stops by Harrisonburg on 
its first official tour of U.S. 
IY JESS NOVAK 
MMorwriftr 
Ptnchute MUM< .ti is ,1 rock version of i fairy 
tale. After brank-upt, constant nwrnberchangei 
and disenchantment with the reality of the mu- 
sic business, a pivotal moment and a itrajlgfl 
iwist of fat*- in lingor, loiigwritor .iini pianist, 
Josh Foster's life changed the future of the 
group. Parachute Musical «ill be visiting Har- 
risonburg and the JMU campus i<»!.i\ and ran 
be heard on WXJM, 88.7FM for an intei \ lew .it 
5 p.m. and seen at TDU at 10 p.m.. 
Promotion for their new jllnini V.ivri/ihiiH/ is 
Working out r'lnr in Somt Town is what brings 
the piano rock quartet to Harrisonburg Starling 
last night the group. Jaffa Potter, Tom Gilbert, 
Kyle Cornet 1 .Hid Ben Jacnby began their fall tour 
in Knoxville. Tenn The guyi mDi travel ill over 
the south including Virginia, Florida and Ala- 
bama. 
"This is our first real tour." Foster said. 
"We never toured with the first alburn be 
cause   members were  involved  in another 
group and coordinating between two bands 
is impossible 
Parachute Musical released its first self-ti- 
tled album in :IMI;I with cur- 
rent members Gilbert, Jacohy 
and Foster. However, after 
struggling with the DC music 
scene. Foster was left to sal- 
vage the band on his own but 
became disappointed with 
the direction his band and life 
were headed. 
"I got I sales job with great 
pay and all.'' Foster said.   I ga\e up on 11m-.11 
As a result of witnessing a great live show, 
decided to fly to Nashville, Tenn the fol- 
lowing morning to meet up with his longtime 
friend from middle school and former band 
mate Tom. As Josh was arriving, Ben, another 
former band mate who had been visiting Nash- 
ville the week prior, was departing. It was "like 
fate." 
Since reuniting and recruiting bassist Kyle 
Parachute 
Musical 
Joniohl 
WXJMat.sp.m 
Taylor Down 
I'ndei  ii 10 p.m. 
Cornett, Parachute Musical has l>een improving 
musically, culminating in the release ol its sopho- 
more album, due out early next year 
"On this album our voice is really spoken," 
Foster said. "It defines us and I think the compari- 
sons will stop." 
Though the band is a blend of jazz, I-itin, rock 
and ballads driven by piano melodies, Parachute 
Musical has still managed to be compared to and 
grouped with prestigious artists, including Ste 
vie Wonder. Foster still recalls the day Parachute 
Musical was called a group with "a tinge of Stcvie 
Wonder white-hoy soul" by Hie Nashville Scene, 
a weekly local newspaper. 
Among others. Parachute Musical Ii often 
compared to the fellow pop-rock piano-driven 
group Ben Folds Fi\e. though Foster t.nls to see 
many similarities beyond a piano and curly brown 
hair. 
However, the group's upcoming release 
stands out because of more than it's ability to 
integrate mix of many genres into a single al- 
bum. The emotional and intimate l\ rfcs, written 
by Foster, recall a personal account of the past 
two years of his life Issues ranging from sickness 
and alcoholism to broken families and engage- 
ments are approached through the 10-song full- 
length album. 
"I can't write make-believe stories in my 
songs," Foster said. "I need to write and play 
songs that mean something. It's my release " 
The next goal of the busy quartet is to make 
their way onto festival rosters including the an- 
nual <M.I Music Marathon and Film Festival and 
the South by Southwest Festival Conference as 
well as onto an independent label. 
"Isabels can't do much for artists anymore," 
Foster said. "But they can help place artists on 
tours with other similar, great bands." 
In the future. Parachute Musical hopes to 
tour more extensively with other independent 
acts, hopefully expanding their audience and 
reaching fan bases already forming as far north 
as Canada 
With the Green Day cover band Matt and 
the Blacktones, members of Richmond-based, 
and Harrisonburg-loved Murphy's Kids, open- 
ing the show. For Parachute Monkey, the free 
TDU show will bring in fans in the Harrison 
burg area. 
For more on Parachute Musical check out their 
MySpace at myspace.com/parachutemusicai 
about 
town 
What's happening 
around the 'Burg 
THURSDAY: Documentary 
Film and Discussion 
Graflon StovallTheatre will have a free 
showing of "Divided We Fall: Ameri- 
cans m the Aftermath,'' a feature- 
length documentary on hate violence 
in the aftermath of 9/11 at 6:30 p.m 
After the video, the filmmakers film- 
makers Valane Kaur and Sharat Ra|u. 
will participate m a ques- 
,
r
^" tion-and-answer session 
a £>.• the event is sponsored 
%**   byCMSS 
^^heF 
THURSDAY: Poetry 
Reading and Concert 
"The Ringing Ear Tour Black Poets 
Lean South" features literary activ 
ist E. Ethelbert Miller, Associate Professor 
Hermine Pmson of the College of William 
and Mary, and Remica L Btngham, author of 
"Conversion'' and winner of the 2006 Nao- 
mi Long Madgett Poetry Award. The Con- 
temporary Gospel Singers will also perform 
at the show This free event will be held in 
the War Memorial Auditonum in Memorial 
Hall at 7 pm 
FRIDAY: 
Comedy Time [u V 
at Wilson Hall  V 
"Bob Dubac's The 
Male Intellect: An Oxymoron'" fea- 
tures actor/writer Robert Dubac 
m the multi-character comedy as 
he ransacks his brain to answer the 
age-old question: What do women 
want? Tickets can be purchased at 
the Masterpiece Box Office in Har- 
nson Hall for $ 10, $ 18 and $20 The 
show is at 7:30 p.m.. 
SUNDAY: Veterans 
Day Parade 
Hamsonburg's an- 
nual downtown pa- 
rade to celebrate 
Veterans Day will 
be at 2 p,m. Immediately follow- 
ing the parade, a special Veterans 
Day ceremony will take place at 3 
pm at Veterans Memorial Stadium 
where Unwood H Rose |Oins 
mayor Rodney Eagle m honor of 
service men and women. 
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Harrisonburg Baptist Now Hiring! 
Ministry Assistant wanted 30-40 hours/week. We are looking 
for an organised and detail orientated person to work in a causal, 
but energetic office of a growing church. The right candidate will 
be a team player who can maintain confidentially and will be 
open to developing new skills and assisting where needed. Excel- 
lent communication abilities and experience in Microsoft Office 
a must. Pay based on experience. Mail resumes to Ministry As- 
sistant, 501 South Main Street, Harrisonburg, \ A 22801 or 
e-mail to rindy@hbralivr.org. No phone calls please. 
FEATURED ITEM 
PURPLE HOODED 
PULLOVER SWEATSHIRT 
$14.95 
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST! 
DANIELS IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR 
NEW LOCATION: 600J UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD (NUT TO COSTCO) 
T SHIRTS • SWEATSHIRTS • GREEK LETTERS 
EMBROIDERY • PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS 
OFFICIALLY LLCENSCD JMU PRINTER 
w mi 
fluShcte 
Crafton-Stovall Lobby 
Not. 13. 7 **n* ■ « MB 
Festival Conference Rm 1 & a 
Nov. 14. - am - 6 pin 
The single best way 
to prevent the flu Is to let 
a flu vaccination each fall. 
Por updates and more 
information please visit: 
www.jmii.rriu/hciiltlu-tr/flii.slitml 
www.cdc.Bjov/flu 
fig students, emeriti, spouses, and dependants over i« 
s- Pneulty/Staff 
(ash. Cheeks and Plea 
Can't make it? 
Students maj schedule an appointment! 
.">4"-5«N-<>i7H 
Sponsored by University Health Center ?'s call 568.6178 \ 
Best pizza in town? 
Best tanning? 
Best live music? 
VOTE NOW! 
2007-08 Best of the'Burg 
www.thebreeze.org 
(vote through December! winners announced in January) 
Editor: Tim Chapman 
Editor: Matthew McGovern 
sporls@lhebreeze.org 
(540) 568-6709 
Chasing the CAA championship 
Lombardo's 300th win 
sends JMU to semifinals 
BY MATTHEW MCGOVERN 
oistslonl sp« h editor 
Madison women's soccer earned a 
trip to Virginia Beach for the Colonial 
Athletic Association tournament semi- 
finals, and senior forward Annie Lowry 
scored her 28th career goal M JMU 
beat George Mason 2-1 on Tuesday. 
With coach Dave Iximbardo's 
300th career win, Madison (16-3-1 
overall. 8-2-1 in the conference) Im- 
proved to 12-0 at home this season and 
rebounded from a 3-0 loss at Virginia 
Commonwealth in the Dukes' last reg- 
ular season game. 
"We've been struggling a little bit 
offensively the last few games, and we 
were without a couple of players (to- 
day] — Caitlin Walko was sitting on a 
red card - but the kids stepped up and 
played," Lombardo said. 
William & Mary and Hotstra, the 
top two seeds in the six-team tourna- 
ment, got first-round byes. Madison 
stumbled its way to a third-place fin- 
ish in the conference by losing two out 
of its last four CAA games. As the No. 
3-seed in the tournament. JMU never 
trailed No. 6-seed GMU. 
The Dukes got on the bonid first in 
the 61st minute when freshman mid 
fielder Teresa Rynier sent a ball upfield 
to Lowry, who raced past the (H-.MRI 
Mason defense and beat senior goal- 
keeper Kasey Davenport from 10 yards 
out. The goal put I/>wry in I tie for 
seventh-place on JMU's career goals- 
scored list. 
Rynier and senior defender Laura 
Hertz were active in the transition 
game, as Madison out-shot Mason 13- 
12. While Hertz energized the offense 
by joining fast breaks, four of JMU's 
substitution players were either for- 
wards or midfielders, and Madison 
used them to spark scoring opportuni- 
ties throughout the game. 
"Sometimes when you sub you 
catch the other team off-guard," Lowry 
said. "We're finally gettin' back on the 
ball, playing the offense that we can but 
»t SOCCER. pwS Joints Madison freshman midfielder Teresa Rynier eludes George Moson senior midfielder U. Williams on Tuesday. Reynier hod two assists. 
Madison needs win 
Dukes can't come home 
empty handed from W&M 
BY TIM CHAPMAN 
sports editor 
XSSKA UGHI/iMf phftotnplw 
Wide receiver Patrick Word catches 0 ball in practice The junior has struggled with a 
shoulder injury this season and didn I travel to Delaware on Saturday 
Go (o ftVJmtfRaqffor Rvu Ken's hinuivt foothill rv|iort 
Three weeks ago JMU football was 
on a six-game win streak, in the Foot- 
hall ( h.impionship Subdivision top-10 
and looking primed tor 1 second .straight 
NCAA playoff appearance. 
Playing at William &c Mary (4-5 over- 
all, 2-4 in the Colonial Athletic Associa- 
tion! seemed like a distant afterthought 
on the way to a possible conference 
championship. 
Fast-forward to today — the Dukes 
(6-3 overall, 4-2 in the Colonial Athletic 
Association) find themselves in a pre- 
dicament, coming off two straight losses 
to conference opponents, Richmond and 
Delaware. The Tribe is now much more 
than an afterthought, as JMU would 
likely need to win its last two contests to 
eeman at-large berth — the final BUM is 
at home against Towson, Nov. 17. 
"We're looking at this as our first 
playoff game." JMU coach Mickey Mat- 
thru-, -..liiI Monday in his press lOOlftt 
anec "We haw to win out, but it depends 
how it goes, there's a lot of football left to 
be played in our league this war." 
As ODfl of the top-ranked conferences 
intheK'S(lorinall\ Dixision I-AA). the 
CAA tends to receive more at-large bids 
than other leagues and saw four teams in 
the 2006 field of 16. 
11 Delaware (8-1, 5-1) wins Saturday 
against Richmond (7-2,5-1), they will se- 
am tin-South Division title. 
But if either team loses its final two 
games, it would have three conference 
losses, gi\ inn tin ' '"kes second plate in the 
South, providing JMU won its final two. 
Massachusetts (7-2, 5-1) currcnth 
sits atop the North Division and finishes 
with two teams in New Hampshire (6-3, 
3-3) and Hofstra (7-2.5-1) that still have 
realistic playoff aspirations. 
"From our standpoint we need to 
win and win decisively," JMU senior 
defensive tackle John Baranowsky said. 
"We're getting ready for William & Mary 
tins week like it's basically playoffs. We 
need to start new, win out and win big." 
The assumption is that no team with 
three conference losses is likely to receive 
,i bid. JMU's first loss came Sept. 1 to 
BCS opponent. North Carolina; a game 
that Delaware coach K.C. Keeler doesn'l 
exped to hurt Madison s chances. 
The North Carolina feme doesn't 
count at all." Keeler said. "If we're gonna 
play I BCS I games the> only count if you 
win because they did play at North Caro- 
lina. I don't see am sense in those games 
counting against you." 
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Yeah...I said it. 
TIM CHAPMAN, sports editor 
e FOOTBALL, page 10 
TIM CHAPMAN 
sports editor 
Can transfer Jalloh 
fix Dukes' problems? 
2004-05:6-22 *■ '05-06:5-23 ♦ 06-07:7- 
23 = 18-68 record in the Dean Keener coach- 
ing era. 
At this point in JMU*l recent history, Fri- 
day's season opener against the Siena Saints 
could simply be a game of pride for the men'l 
basketball team. 
But the Dukes aren t treating this season 
as an attempt to just salvage Keenei 1 re 
gime. 
The Colonial Athletic Association roaches 
have slated the Dukes as the seventh-best 
team in the preseason poll despite three 
straight seasons of finishing no higher than 
eleventh in the twelve-team league. 
A win or loss in this 
first game isn't likelv to 
be H strong Indicator of 
whether or not Madison 
will meet or exceed the 
expectation, but how 
they play should speak 
volumes. 
Tfou never feel 
thai you're 100 percent 
ready, but I probably 
feel as good this you 
as at any time becaUM 
of the experience and 
depth that we have." 
Keener said Monday at his press conference 
'And also the trip to Spain, having practiced 
10 days in August and having the opportunity 
to play five games overseas." 
Much of the experience and depth will 
come from three transfers that Keener and 
his staff attracted to Harrisonhurg in 2006. 
For the first time junior guard Abdulai Jalloh. 
sophomore forward Dazzmond Thornton and 
senior forward Terrence Carter will take the 
court together. 
Jalloh is the much-publicized transfer 
from St. Joseph's who in his sophomore sea- 
son led the Hawks in scoring and rebounding 
on his way to earning second-team All-Atlan- 
tic 10 honors. Jalloh played against Cat t<i in 
high school, creating a bond that also helped 
Keener snag both Maryland natives. 
Thornton transferred after his freshman 
year with three-time National Championship 
coach. Bobby Knight, at Texas Tech. The 6- 
foot, 7-inch forward was lured to JMU with 
the help of sophomore Pierre Curtis, whom he 
played with at East High School m Denver. 
Carter, who was recently voted by the 
team as captain, joined the Dukes after two 
years at Southeastern (Iowa) Community Col- 
lege. Because he didn't transfer from another 
Division 1 program Carter was permitted to 
play last season and started in all but four of 
JMU's 30 games. At 6-foot-5 Carter is .1 ver- 
satile forward with the ability to play with his 
back to the basket as well as shoot from the 
perimeter. Carter was second on the team in 
storing last season with 12.H points pel fame. 
only behind junior forward Juwann James 
"Terrence was voted by his teamui.ites ami 
it's very deserving on a lot of levels,'' Keener 
said. "He was the clear choice and I don't 
think anybody was within six votes, thai pdves 
us a person who has pinpoint re-poiisibilin. 
The new additions will likelv open up the 
offense for James, whom after garnering the 
CAA Rookie of the Year honor in 2005-06 
season, became the recipient of unwelcomed 
double-teaming throughout 2006-07. 
"I'm not really worried about my offensive 
skills, but just with the guys we have now I'm 
gonna be able to get open and get the shots I 
need." James said. 
The Dukes know what James can do in 
the current system, but it is Jalloh. deemed 
the "savior" of JMU basketball by local me- 
dia, who could be the one piece to the punlc 
Keener inherited. 
"Let me say that the one word that 1 hate 
more than anything else is savior." Keener 
said. "In my humble opinion there is one ttn 
ior and I try to talk to him each night before I 
go to bed and when I get up in the morning." 
Keener s ability to talk to the ultra-com- 
petitive JaUofa and get him to mesh with 1 
team not used to having a player of his caliber 
could actually save his job. 
Jalloh scored a career-high 30 points in a 
game against Ohio Stale as a sophomore un- 
dei roach Phil Martelli. a scoring total JMU 
■eMUOl pojeIC 
'BARO' BREAKS 
IT DOWN 
BY JOHN SARAN0WSKT 
othletii (orrespondent 
Coming off a heart breaker to Richmond is 
tough, but having to go and play Delaware on the 
road is on another level. 
We were ready for the challenge and all week M« 
really practiced well and got bach to the b—ici The 
overall morale of the team was very high and ver\ 
confident and I think we definitely displa\ed that 
during the game. lean honestly sa> thai we played 
our hearts out in all three phases ol the game and 
.it the end of ihe game it Mist wasn't enough. I gi\e 
(Delaware] a lot of credit, but I think everyone 00 
that team knows that we can IK- better. 
The running game had Hashes of dominance 
thanks to the o-line, which is anchored by Scott 
bemn, Vernon Eason, Dorian Brooks. Terrance 
Anted and Theo Sherman Antoiime [BoHon] and 
the gang ran hard all day long and our pass rush 
was coaetantrv bringing heat We are -till I little 
banned up with LC. |Baker| and Mike Caussin 
being out on offense and Darrieus Kamsev out 
on defense. But when they get healthy. they'll be 
rested and ready to make big plays. 
The last two weeks have really been tough for 
m\ fellow Dukes and I. although I .1111 still vet) 
optimistic for how the rest of 
the season looks. The truth 
of the matter is that we have 
two games left against team- 
that we should beat. We 
need to win these game- and 
we need to win impressively 
which we will. I think that 
Coach Matthews said it best: 
"The playoffs have already 
started for us." 
The entire team has 
bought into that motto and it 
is easy to sec thai everyone is ready to do what 
ever it takes to continue this season all the way 
to Chattanooga. So Irish up that coffin and whack 
your thunder stirks. hammc the Dukes arc ready- 
to start rolling. 
John Baranowsky is a senior economics major 
andslartiiu) de/nWttM tackle. 
NCAA 16-team field announced Tuesday 
JMU draws Duke for 
second straight year 
James Madison (18-3 o vend I, 7-1 
in the Colonial Athletic Association) 
will play .igauist Duke on Saturday in 
the first round of the NCAA Division 
I Field Hockey Championship. Madi- 
son travels to Cha|H'l Hill for a 2 p.m 
match against the Blue Devils,  who 
defeated JMU In ttn lirst round of the 
Nl AVs in 2006. 
Duke (11 -H.1-4) qualified for the 
tournament despite its losing eoiifei 
enOB record  The BtU0 Devils play  in 
tin- AtlanticCoeM Conference, which 
lias five teams in the NCAA touin.i 
meal  The Colonial Alhletii 
ciation qualified just two teams, JMC 
and Old Dominion. 
—from staff ivi* >rts 
James Madison's quarter of the NCAA 
Field Hockey Championship bracket 
First Round 
Nov. 10 
North Carolina 
Second Round 
Nov. 11 
Stanford (13-7) 
2 p.m. 
James Madison 
2 p.m. 
Duke (11 81 
«ai -•-•-»>■' 
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SOCCER: Women advance FOOTBALL: JMU heads to W&M 
SOCCER from pc* 9 
the keeper made .1 lot ot good savee 
Davenport bad Mvan saws, while JMU's red- 
shirt fraahman matte 9tephanie Pouchat bad 
three. Matnaooi detenee held MatfMi in one goal 
»1» aptte the absence <it'startingsuphonnin-defend- 
er Caitlin Walk". She was suspended l>ecause <>t 
the red card ibe received ai vcu. 
Madison had IU ot its i ( shots in tin- second 
hall and Kored its lecond goal when Rynfter 
made | defensive stop near midlicld and pushed 
the ball for a fast break in the 74th minute. She 
passed the ball to freshman forward Cate Tis- 
illgei OH the left side of the lieht. wfao sent ill I 
(ross that junior forward Megan Denver knocked 
in from ;t yards out. 
Madison sophomore forward Jess Renames 
was knocked down Iwiee inside the l«i\ in the fust 
IS minutes without being rewarded 1 call    It was .1 
pin rieaJ game, but I think we reacted a lot better 
than we did last game.' Kemmessaid. "We proved 
that we do have dignity, rather than what Wfl 
showed last week" at VCU. 
George Mason (8-10-1, 4-6-1) didn't get on the 
scoreboard until the Mist minute when sophomore 
midfielder Sasha Vido scored from 4 yards out on a 
pass across the IM>\ trom tophWIMtT forward Kellv 
kceian. QMTJ simt nine times la the neood half, 
compared to three In the first. 
"They knock it around pretty well; they just were 
without that special player up top. an Annie 01 B< ite 
that can really unk-ek a defense." l/imbardosaid. 
Madison plays Hofstra at 5 p.m Friday. The 
Pukes won 2-0 against the ITUIC earlier this season 
.it Hempstead., N.Y. Friday's match is .it the Vir- 
ginia Beach Sportsplex, where MadLson will look to 
advance and pan, the w inner ni William & Mary vs. 
VCU, which takea place after the JMU game. 
JALLOH: Basketball opens Friday 
MUftLtmaaaH 
couldn't have expected from anybody during the 
three seasons. 
The new-look Dukes will make their premiere 
against a Metro-Atlantic Athletic lotilerenn 
team, in Siena, that was voted as the preseason 
favorite to win the league. 
Joining .lalloh in the backcourt is Npbomorc 
Pierre Curtis, a CAA All-Rookie honoree last sea- 
son. Their counterparts include Siena's backcourt 
of Kenny Hasbrouck and Kdwin Ubiles. both pre- 
season First-Team ■decttom In tin u \ u 
The backcourt battle will be an earl> measur- 
ing stick of how well Curtis and Jalloh will oo-CX- 
ist on both ends of the floor. Both have tin abilih 
to penetrate and shoot from the outside 
Well be a lot quicker in the backcourt this 
war. t intis said Both of us will be able to cre- 
ate a lot more open shots for our teammates and 
ourselves " 
JMU fans should be intrigued to see how Cur- 
tis and Jalloh play together, but the two guards 
shouldn't expect a sell-out crowd. The average 
attendance at the Convocation Center last year 
didn't even reach half of Ihe7.i56-seat arena. 
"I guess a lot more ]x-ople hoard were gonna 
1>- better and we obviously think we're gonna be 
a lot better. Curtis said "Now we just have to go 
out there and prove it and more people will come 
to gain* 
Will Curtis assumptions un his learns im- 
provement be prophetic or will the Dukes con- 
tinue to be the Dukes our generation is so accus- 
tomed to being disappointed In 
Against the Saints tomorrow. .JMl' will find 
out it one ot it-- own deified players can use he. 
divine abilities to start the season off with a win, 
turn JMl' 1 basketball program around, park the 
Coovo iixi validate the email Keena has made 
in what still could be a short Ma) 
f OOTlUil from pigc 9 
MadLson will need to focus its attention on the 
Tribe first. William & Mary has struggled with Inju- 
ries on offense, but junior quarterback Jake Phillips 
is a proven threat with (>oth his arm and k-gs. 
Phillips has thrown for a CAA second! N ti 1 | 
touchdowns h\ finding six different receivers for 
scores but has also gained 39J \ aids on the ground. 
His net rushing total shows onlv i-H yards as the 
liibe s uf tensive line has given up 15 sacks tor neg- 
ative-ion 
"We gotta shut down the run earb and make 
sure (Phillips) doesn't get comfortable lia 
ranowskv said, "nicy have a few more wrinkles 
thin other < ittenses we've seen. They throw it at you 
in different formations." 
The Mbe is in last place in the CAA in nishing 
defense giving up 20H.0. yards a game. In its home 
opener against Delaware, the blue Hens Omai ( nfl 
rushed tor 1:44 \anb and -i\ touchdowns 
List weak atainst Delaware the Dukes compiled 
•lot yards on the ground with Holton and redshirt- 
(leshnian Yaiuev tushing BM  179 ind i~i yards, re- 
s|»itivelv 
'They ain't played agamat an offense like ours 
vat,' sophomore wide receiver Kockeed Met ait- 1 
■ ml 
Mel llta himself ha* Uvnpart ot a letenllv Stag 
nant passing attack that gaimtlonb unardsagamsi 
CD and didn't complete a pass in the second hall 
Although junior quarterback Rodney lenders 
has still produced with his legs, he's struggled in 
each of the last two losses and thrown costly sec- 
ond-half interceptions. 
POT the MOOnd straight week Matthews lias 
held Landers from speaking to Ibe media. 
Saturday 1 aame bachaduled for a 7 p.m. kick- 
off at Zable Stathum in VVilliamsbuig 
Picks 
oft 
IM 9] 10? M 
SIN »l\ H\ 
I Vri.t.i St.it,- 
Kjttu-rs 
\« -i*h     noridtSlM      Vi Ml      II.■ 
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
i.K winic Gold L83cts Diamond Ring 
C.IA CertBed Oval 1 O61 a PO dor SU-Cbrit) 
This Week $4000 
".I// of our iftracmit art gvdtd '>i anon staffGL \ Diamond Graduate 
Visit us at 75 S Court Spurn Harrlsonburgoi aunt mcbomjeunhj am 
MeifF. Mr, Attorney 
rkeefer » keefercard.com 
www.keefercard.com 
«5a; s^oh0lg:raen"'o' 
°»en*s 
4* 
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r Homes for Sale J 
j HOUSES 6 bedroom Mason Slrwl 
3 bedroom High Street. 
15401433-2126 
SUBLEASE 10 A West Grace St Sub 
lease for Spring 2008 PRIME LOCA 
TKJN! S340 plus utilities 2 rooms 
available. Fabulous roommates. 
reesecmtfjmu.edu IS40) 421-7444 
www.thebreeze.org 
Thursday, November 8, 2007 
(For Rent) [For Sale) 
Five. Six, Seven and Eight bedrooms 
HOUSES foment year 
(540) 56* 306a 
UNIVERSITY COURT 5 bedroom 3 S 
baths available Fall 2008 
15401433-2126 
HOUSE FOR RENT 242 Cantrell 
Avenue 8 or, 2 bath. 2 kitchen 
S2600/month. Off street poik 
ing, DSL   May-June lease   E-mail: 
cantrHlhousevttgmail com 
HOUSE FOR RENT 282 Cantrell Av- 
enue (across from Hospital) 3 br. 1 5 
bath S1300/month. Off street park- 
ing. DSL May June lease E-mail: 
cantreHhousestagmail.com 
STONEGATE APT Avail Dec. 2007! 
M/f. Rent Neg. (757) 813O046 
SQUIRE HILL SPRING 2008 sub- 
lease. one bedroom available. S365 
(5401273-8311 
HOUSE 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 kitch- 
ens, fenced yard, off street parking. 
805 Country Club Rd. SI450. Also 
TOWNHOUSE. 3 bedrooms, next to 
campus, furnished. S975. 
(540)433-2221 
SUBLEASE One bedroom/bath 
room/walk in closet available for 
sublease in Southview- Spring se- 
mester 2008. S420/month includes 
utilities 3 great roommates. Going 
abroad & need someone to sub- 
lease to. Call/e-mail if interested: 
ala04154Komcast.net 
(2671738-5210 
APARTMENT,  SPRING SEMESTER, 
Room in Forest Hills available for 
rent  starting  January   1st.   2008. 
S385/mo Call Kyle at 
(4IOI3IO-2722 
LED GROW LIGHTS Very low watt 
age.    Warm-to-the-touch.    www 
LEDGrowLlghts.com 
877-lEO-GROW 
CATS MEOW BOUTIQUE LOTS OF 
FURNITURE FOR SALE. OPEN MON 
THRU FBI. 11:30 TO 5:00 SAT. 11:10 
TO 4:00 WE ACCEPT CASH AND 
CHECKS 1540)896-8700 
NEW FULL MATTRESS SET S119 W/ 
WARRANTY CAN DELIVER (540) 448 
4921 
[Help Wanted] 
(BARTENDING! $250/ Day Potential. 
No Experience Necessary Training 
Available (800)965-6520 XT212 
LEARN TO BARTEND Job placement 
payment plans ilggersbartendingsc 
hool#hotmailcom (540)671-1202 
GAME5TAKES.COM a leading en- 
tertainment website is seefctng 1 
agent per university. No selling- 
Huge income potential! Email now: 
playersU9gamestakes.com 
WANT TO JOIN THE FUN? Do you 
think that you would like to (Otn 
the creative Potty Mouth staff? We 
are now accepting Potty Mouth 
applications for the Spnng 2008 
semester The application date has 
been extended to November 9th 
by 5pm! Please visit: wwwjmu.edu/ 
healthctr/ohp/potty shtml For more 
information, please contact Annie - 
Khizanrshvih. Graduate Assistant, 
at khiunaxjfitmu.edu or by calling 
540- 56*- 2940 
KIMDI N1IAI.REHAB III MM 
("IAN I .ikrvu'u Virginia NtWOGvi 
I?, hiring fat weekend da>li^hi mi 
overnight and fill in day. evening and 
night ihifU in wurk in <>ur Weyen 
Cave residential borne. 11 miles fnini 
campus Great job Uw student!, n while 
residents are sleeping you can be 
studying and earning a great paycheck 
Experience » nh residential or assisted 
lis ing program-, preferred Medication 
management certification or <"NA a 
plus Valid VA driver's license, good 
driving record, high scNx.) diploma 
orGED. criminal background check. 
pre employment physical and drug test- 
ing is mandatory Good starting salary 
fcOb Mail or fax resume to: Program 
Administr;.inr I MM R EH High St 
Charlottcsville.VA22902 fa   134 
293-2041   (434)984-5218 
(Travel) 
5KYDIVE! One Day First Jump from 
13.500: GIFT CERTIFICATES' Com- 
plete information is on www.sky- 
dlveorange.com (540) 943-6587 
SPRING BREAK 2008 Sell Trips. Earn 
Cash and Go Free. Call for group dis- 
counts Best deals guaranteed! Info/ 
Reservations 800-648-4849 
www.ststravel com 
Wake •!■ B.ihc 
Spring Break 'OS 
•••i- i.i» a ».« •TSMMM a small |r*up 4 Trirtl rrt*l        »■-•-,«. 
www.sunsplishcours.coni 
I.8O0.470./AI0 
JAMAICA SPRING 
BREAK 2008 
THE JAMAICA MUSIC 
FESTIUAL FEATURING 
ARTISTS SUCH AS: 
SHAGGY. BEENIE MAN, 
and much much more! 
Concorl Dalai. March 3rd, 
10th 17th* jath * 
Book Your Trip Today! Contact: 
U00 64I4I49 ia00 42>.77IO 
IM(f SPRING BREAK! 
4 & 7 night trips   Loss prices i;u,ir;m 
teed GmiipdisiimntsioTH+ Rook 
20 people, gel 3 free trips' Campus 
reps needed 
www. StudentOt) com 
or 800-293-1445 
Fall '07 - Believing that 
CTRL + ALT + Delete will 
solve all your computer 
problems, and then calling 
the Help Desk accordingly. 
Looking to get rid of 
your pet rat? 
- THE SLEEZE 
- THE CHEESE 
- THE SNEEZE 
- The Breeze 
- THE FLEAS 
- THE TEASE 
- THE BEES 
EARN EXTRA MONEY 200 
temporary openings Deliver the 
new ShenTel Telephone Books in 
sour area Quick pay and a gener- 
ous auto allowance Must be 18 
yrs or age. valid drivers UCMM 
and proof of insurance (800) 422 
I93J (e»l Ml 8A-4 10P Mon-hn 
Looking for a new job? 
Service A Sales 
Representative/Teller (Part-Time) 
$1,000 Signing Bonus 
Commonwealth One FCU is seeking enthusiastic and 
motivated PT team player for our JMU branch. Incumbent will 
be responsible for: handling financial transactions, cross sell & 
inform members on credit union products and services, and 
preparation of monthly reports. The candidate we seek will 
possess excellent communication skills with a customer 
service and sales focus. Prior experience in a bank, credit union 
or financial organization is preferred. PC/MS Office skills with 
knowledge of the Internet are required. Compensation 
program includes base pay,» incentive earning potential, and 
a PT benefits package including 401K. Tuition Reimbursement 
& business casual dress code. Wt art also offering a $ 1,000 
signing bonus. Candidates considered for employment must 
pass a credit & bonding check. Qualified applicants wishing to 
join our team should send their cover letter with salary 
requirements & resume by fax to (7031212-0338 or e-mail to 
jobs3cofcu.org EOE M/F/D/V 
There are over 17,000 students 
at JMU... 
And 98% of them read 
77.1 ■ Bc«eze 
Don't miss out. 
Advertise with TJ>e BreezOt 
% 
In the market for a 
ten-speed bicycle? 
Reach 
17,000 students 
with The Breeze 
Classifieds 
www.thebreeze.org 
Do you know about 
,-    \    ....     I I riJ I 
wuishf. H r 
One of the nation's most respected catalog retailers, 
Crutchfield is famous for its remarkable customer service. 
Headquarters are in Charlottesville, but there's a Crutchfield 
store right here in Harrisonburg. 
Find big bargains in the Outlet department 
Save on returns and closeouts from our catalog business. 
Quantities are limited and the stock is always changing. 
This week, we have several iPod* nano models available in the Outlet: 
Apple iPod* nano 2GB (Silver) 
Was '149.99 Now *99 
Apple IPod* nano 4GB (Silver, Blue or Green) 
Was '199.99 Now s119 
Apple iPod* nano 8GB (Black) 
Was '249.99 Now s149 
Harrisonburg 
location 
CRUTCHFIELD 
Harrisonburg; Cloverleal Shopping Center. 109 S Cartton St • (540) 434 1000 
Work! TheBreeze 
o 
Graphic Designer 
must be proficient in Adobe 
great experience! 
10 hrs/wk, hourly pay 
Specialty Salesperson 
-looking for an outgoing, 
hard-working individual 
-Great experience! 
-paid by commission 
-20 hrs/wk 
apply and see job description at 
http://joblink.jmu.edu 
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love some great ideas H study breaks? 
Want to see your name in print? 
Send us an email at breezecopy@gmai.am 
to write for the next supplement, 
the Exam Relief Guide. 
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
Come join us as we race for 
Multiple Sclerosis Research. 
We are giving $50 cash to the top 
female and top male runner. 
Event: Phi Sigma Pi's Frost 5K (run/walk) 
6th Annual Race for MS 
Hoil: Phi Sigma Pi }\ ,}\ 
Place: Saturday, November 10. 2007 
Time: 9:30 am - 2:00 pm 
Location: ihe lower level of Festival 
Results of the 
online poll: 
How would 
you define your 
typical food 
selections? 
Anything goes -19 
I lean toward junk 
food-9 
I try to eat well when 
I can-74 
Organic & healthy 
foods all the way - 9 
Total votes: 111 
The Next Poll 
Question: 
How do you feel 
about the results of 
the Virginia general 
election? 
Vote at lhebreeze.org 
ApR„ s„owERS   SUPER CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
I Renowned rabbit 
5 Iraqi purl 
10 Wing H 
15 Iowa hn 
l8PDQ.polilely 
19 Synthetic fiber 
20 Artemis, in Rome 
2' Costa - 
22 Beatrix Potter book 
25"L'-.c'est moi" 
26 Stadium 
27 Whirl 
28 • Dawn Chong 
29 '60s talk-show host 
30"-gobragh!" 
33 Latin rhythm 
36 Cooks chestnuts 
38 "Hee Haw" regular 
43"Cara "( 65 song) 
44 Dirty 
45 Mans of "Nurses" 
46 Verve 
47 Islamic deity 
50 Wander 
53VDTunit 
56 Creative type 
58 John of "Madame X' 
60 - -Magnon 
61 Droop 
63 Composer Rorem 
64 Ordered 
65 Hemman feline 
66 Wont 
69 Archery item 
71 Fathers a foal 
72 Get by. with "out" 
73 Idenucal 
74 Killjoys 
77"-bien'" 
78 Sphere 
79 "The Color Purple" 
character 
80 "Well. Ill be!" 
81 Modem malady 
83 Runsky-Korsakov's 
"LeCou -" 
84 Got off 
85 Fitting 
87 Organ of equilibnum 
88 Senile shout 
89 Arm bone 
90 Kathy of country 
93 Pageant prop 
97 Gets mush) 
99 Feathered friend? 
101 Poorly 
103 Drag along 
104 Mortgage, for one 
106Gentle- lamb 
107 '68 Temptations 
song 
IIOBearseorBlake 
112 World-weary 
114 Zeno's home 
115 Horror-film extras 
116-Aviv 
■ r i- ~i~ 1' |" ~ 5~ -T- n' — — — TT- ■TT B" IT" 
'8 h 
.-. 
; WMJI _ _ 
■■» P 33    ■      H 
*' ■ ■ 
r* ' 
11 
pjH <• 
m\ 
.-* ■r 
W ■ 7 
'*■ •■- » 
R MOO v. 
"■ W* 131 ■ ■"*! IV •r* 
^M m ma 
i", ■''* 10 H   Hizi 
H ■ ." 126 1 
■I.- ■ .>. 
* »-■ K, II 
118 Marx or Maiden 
121 "Later. Luis!" 
125 Anesthetize an audienci 
l26'80EddicRabbitlhil 
131 Hurler Hershiser 
132 Feelings 
133 Vestige 
134 Hawaii's stale bird 
135 Present for pop 
136 Sleen stand 
137 Umg-legged wader 
138 British school 
DOWN 
1 ■ California 
2 PC enthusiast 
3 Go fish or golf 
4 Grand relative 
5 Showy scarf 
6 French sculptor 
7 Disparage 
S hmulaiedthe Valk>nes 
9 24 Down's home 
10 Citrus cooler 
11 Accomplished 
12 Designer Ashley 
l3Cuzconative 
14 They make lots of dough 
15'91 Billy Crystal film 
16 Inadequate 
17 "Soap" family 
:i Pb 
23 Creche figure 
24 Domestic guanacos 
31 Rage 
32 Vincent Lope/'s theme 
song 
34 Cheerful tune 
35 Maglie or Minco 102 Actor Brynner 
37 Heaps 105 Homegrown 
38 AAA handout 108 "Big Bad John" singer 
39 A mean Amin 109 Novelist Gordimer 
40 Baseball's Steve 110 Head monk 
41 Caution 111 Native New ZeaJander 
42 "Raid on" ("77 film. 112 Hunks of gunk 
48 Activist Hoffman 113 Big revolver? 
49 TVs "-Afire" 117 Director Kazan 
51 Actor Jonathan 119 Hard to find 
52 Shoppers' sacks 120 Inventive sort? 
54 Otherwise 122 "Around" ('64 hit i 
55 73 Down escapee 123 "What have .done'" 
57 Adored one 124 British gun 
59-- hacks 127 Center of gravity* 
62 Former military chair- 128 New citizen's subj. 
man 129Sgt.orcpl 
66 King or Lombard 130 Kyoto currency 
67 American magnolia 
68 Actress MMCOM. 
70 Winy one 
71 Doubter 
73 Biblical city 
75 Cronus, for one 
76 Tidy Don't know 
77 Austin or Garr 
79 Brought about the answers? 
82 Inform 
86 Inform Find them at 
90 Southwestern sight 
91 Skagway's stale 
u2 Shampoo additive thebreeze.org 
94 Mohammed - Jinnah 
95 Pantyhose problem 
96 Mellow 
98 Tree trim 
100 "For Me and My -" 
C17 song) 
Are _ou graduating in May? 
Interested in working abroad? 
If to, come learn about JMU's summer program on 
International NGOs 
/> 
Thursday 
November 8, 2007 
5-6 pm 
Taylor Hall, room 309 
http://www.jmu.edu/polisci/ngo_program/ 
Contact Professor Charles Blake for more info 
m BUKEaHfiJMU.EDU or at 568-6344. 
